
Crystal Ice Earrings
Project E712   [Skill Level: Beginner]
Designer: Julie Bean

The color of the beautiful SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS used in this earring set is reminiscent of melting icicles after a heavy snowfall in
December. Complimenting the crystals are sterling silver findings, making this set an heirloom piece to treasure for years to come.

What You'll Need

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal Bead Pure Leaf Sew-On Stone 14x11mm
Blue Shade (2)

SKU: SWBB-5902
Project uses 2 pieces

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS Crystal #6734 Pure Leaf Pendant 23mm Crystal Blue
Shade (1)

SKU: SWBB-4380
Project uses 2 pieces

Sterling Silver Open Jump Rings 8mm 18 Gauge Heavy (10)
SKU: FJR-03089
Project uses 2 pieces

Sterling Silver Square Wire Earring Hooks (2 PAIR)
SKU: FEA-4045
Project uses 1 pair

Specialized Tools

Beadsmith Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose
SKU: XTL-5511

Instructions:

These earrings are VERY easy to make!

1. Begin by carefully twisting open the front part of your earring hook, you will do this the same way that you would open a jump ring.
Place your SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS pure leaf sew-on stone onto the earring hook, going from the back to the front. Work it along
the hook until it sits comfortably in the front crook. Now carefully bend back in place the front part of your earring hook.

2. Open an 8mm sterling silver jump ring and connect it to the bottom hole on your pure leaf sew-on stone (from the previous step) as
well as the pure leaf pendant. Close the jump ring.

3. All done! Enjoy!

Variations

Choose from a wide variety of colors in the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS pure leaf collection for a variation on this pattern.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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